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Old Business



528 St Louis
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ADDRESS: 528-30 St. Louis Street   

OWNER: L John Arbizzani, Haydee D 

Manual, Louis J Arbizzani, 

46 Avenida Menendez Inc, 

Mary R Beamer, Cody 

Childress, Theodore W Nass 

APPLICANT: Nicole Webre 

ZONING: VCC-2 SQUARE: 28 

USE: Residential LOT SIZE: 4096 sq. ft. 

DENSITY:  OPEN SPACE:  

ALLOWED: 6 Units REQUIRED: 1228.8 sq. ft. 

EXISTING: Unknown EXISTING: Unknown 

PROPOSED: Unknown PROPOSED: No change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL/HISTORICAL DESCIPTION OF PROPERTY: 

 

Main building: Green, of local architectural and/or historic significance. 

 

Owned for many years by the Department of Public Safety, this property also fronts on Chartres Street 

(#422). It is a three-story Transitional style building that has a carriageway on the Decatur Street side and 

has French doors on the upper floors. 

 

Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of      05/19/2021 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     05/19/2021 

Permit # 19-36579-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

Violation Case 19-10556-VCCNOP     Inspector: Anthony Whitfield 

 

Appeal to retain doors and iron bars installed without benefit of VCC review and approval, per 

application & materials received 12/09/19. [Notice of Violation sent 10/28/19] 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   05/19/2021 

 

Staff inspected the property on 10/22/19 and opened a violation case for several demolition by neglect 

and work without permit issues, most of which can be handled at staff level. The applicant is appealing to 

retain two sets of French doors and anachronistic iron security bars on the first floor, St. Louis elevation.  

 

At the Committee’s request, staff inspected the property on 02/22/2021 and photographed the existing 

conditions. Staff was able to confirm that the doors are wood and true divided lite, but large, single panes 

of glass have been installed on top of the muntins on both the interior and exterior sides of the doors. 

Three layers of glass are present on all first-floor doors and transoms, with the outer large panes held in 

place by a frame of added trim. This alteration has an impact on the appearance of the doors, which now 

differ in profile and detail from the doors on upper floors.  

 

Staff was unable to establish when the doors were installed since many photographs were taken while the 

shutters were closed, but the earliest VCC record of the inappropriate millwork and ironwork dates to 

November 2014. Slides from the 1970s show that these openings were obliterated at one point and 

restored as of 1973. However, photos from the 1980s show that the replacement doors did match those on 

the upper floors. Since the VCC’s oldest documented record of the existing conditions is dated 2014, the 

work is not considered prescribed.  

 

Staff found the added trim and glass to be inappropriate alterations that would not be found approvable 

within the Design Guidelines, and recommended the Committee deny the appeal to retain the existing 

conditions on both the inside and outside of the doors and transoms. [Note: the interior face of millwork is 

still considered to be within VCC jurisdiction, and must reviewed and approved during permitting.] 

 

The ironwork panels were denied as well, as they are historically inappropriate, prohibited by the Design 

Guidelines (VCC DG: 07-19 – “An exterior metal grille is only permitted at a doorway with an exterior 

vestibule at least 18-inches in depth. The VCC does not allow the installation of a metal grille on the 

exterior of any window or any door alcove with a depth of less than 18-inches. If a property owner would 

like to install a metal grille on a window or a door, it must be installed at the interior of the window sash 

or doorway and it is recommended that the bars or grille should be properly sized to fit the opening and 

align with the frame opening and muntin configuration.”) and may pose a life safety risk if the doors are 

necessary for egress.  

 

Staff recommends the Commission uphold the Committee’s decision to deny retention of the metal 

ironwork panels and added glass and trim. 

 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION:    05/19/2021 
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Architecture Committee Meeting of      03/09/2021 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     03/09/2021 

Permit # 19-36579-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

Violation Case 19-10556-VCCNOP     Inspector: Anthony Whitfield 

 

Appeal to retain doors and iron bars installed without benefit of VCC review and approval, per 

application & materials received 12/09/19. [Notice of Violation sent 10/28/19] 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   03/09/2021 

 

At the Committee’s request, staff inspected the property on 02/22/2021 and photographed the existing 

conditions. Staff was able to confirm that the doors are wood and true divided lite, but large, single panes 

of glass have been installed on top of the muntins on both the interior and exterior sides of the doors. 

Three layers of glass are present on all first-floor doors and transoms, with the outer large panes held in 

place by a frame of added trim. This alteration has an impact on the appearance of the doors, which now 

differ in profile and detail from the doors on upper floors.  

 

Staff finds the added trim and glass to be inappropriate alterations that would not be found approvable 

within the Design Guidelines, and recommends the Committee deny the appeal to retain the existing 

conditions on both the inside and outside of the doors and transoms. [Note: the interior face of millwork is 

still considered to be within VCC jurisdiction, and must reviewed and approved during permitting.] 

 

Staff maintains that the ironwork panels over the doors in 2014 should be denied as well, as they are 

historically inappropriate, prohibited by the Design Guidelines (VCC DG: 07-19) and may pose a life 

safety risk if the doors are necessary for egress.  

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   03/09/2021 

 

Ms. Vogt read the staff report. There was no one present on behalf of the application.  Mr. Fifield asked if 

the applicant was notified of the hearing; Ms. Vogt stated that they were.  Mr. Fifield stated that this was 

not the first time they had heard the application; Ms. Vogt responded that the Committee had requested 

that the item return for further discussion following a site visit, which had been conducted with the owner. 

Mr. Fifield asked the Committee members if they would prefer to wait to discuss the application 

following the public comment period, to give the applicant another opportunity to appear. Mr. Bergeron 

and Ms. DiMaggio agreed, and Mr. Fifield moved to the next item on the agenda.   

 

No Public Comment 

 

Discussion and Motion: 

Following the recess, Mr. Fontenot was present on behalf of the application. Mr. Fontenot stated that the 

doors had been there for years and asked if they could be grandfathered, adding that he would like a 

deferral so the owner of that unit could be present for the discussion. Ms. DiMaggio asked if the owner 

had specifically asked for a deferral; Mr. Fontenot responded that he did not believe the owner was aware 

of the hearing. Ms. Vogt clarified that public notice was given and emails had been exchanged with Mr. 

Fontenot and others. Mr. Fifield stated that, if the glass was installed to abate noise, there were better, 

alternate methods to deter unwanted sound transmission.   

 

Mr. Bergeron moved to deny retention of the added glass, trim and ironwork. Ms. DiMaggio seconded 

the motion, which passed unanimously. Mr. Block informed the applicant that the decision could be 

appealed to the full Commission if written notice was provided to VCC staff within thirty days. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of      08/11/2020 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     08/11/2020 

Permit # 19-36579-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

Violation Case 19-10556-VCCNOP     Inspector: Anthony Whitfield 

 

Appeal to retain doors and iron bars installed without benefit of VCC review and approval, per 

application & materials received 12/09/19. [Notice of Violation sent 10/28/19] 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   08/11/2020 

 

Staff inspected the property on 10/22/19 and opened a violation case for several demolition by neglect 

and work without permit issues, most of which can be handled at staff level. The applicant is appealing to 

retain two sets of French doors and anachronistic iron security bars on the first floor, St. Louis elevation. 

The doors are unusual and differ from those on upper floors; the trim around the stiles and rails would 
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indicate that these are stock doors, but the glass is puttied in place. The decorative security bar panels are 

not appropriate for the age and style of the building, or the location, and are not considered approvable by 

the Design Guidelines. 

 

Staff was unable to establish when the doors were installed since many photographs were taken while the 

shutters were closed, but the earliest record of the inappropriate millwork and ironwork dates to 

November 2014. Slides from the 1970s show that these openings were obliterated at one point and 

restored as of 1973. However, photos from the 1980s show that the replacement doors did match those on 

the upper floors. Since the VCC’s oldest documented record of the existing conditions is dated 2014, the 

work is not considered prescribed.  

 

Staff does not find the doors or metal security panels to be appropriate or approvable under the Design 

Guidelines, and recommends denial of the appeal to retain the existing conditions. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   08/11/2020 

 

Ms. Vogt presented the staff report. There was no one present on behalf of the application. Mr. Fifield 

asked staff how they wished to proceed considering the violation notice was sent nearly a year ago. Ms. 

Vogt stated that the application was submitted immediately before the cyberattack, when VCC records 

were inaccessible and staff was unable to evaluate prescription, and Committee review was delayed at 

staff’s request and not inactivity on behalf of the applicant. The Committee moved to the next agenda 

item.   

 

No Public Comment 

 

Discussion and motion: 

Ms. DiMaggio made the motion for deferral of the application in order to allow the applicant to represent 

the proposal and for staff to fully inspect the existing conditions with the shutters open.  Mr. Bergeron 

seconded the motion and the motion passed unanimously. 

 



New Business



429 Decatur
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ADDRESS: 

 

429 Decatur 

  

OWNER: Kara Farms LLC APPLICANT: Michael Barr 

ZONING: VCC-2  SQUARE: 28 

USE: Commercial LOT SIZE: 5586 sq. ft. (approx.) 

DENSITY:  OPEN SPACE:  

ALLOWED: 9 units REQUIRED: 1675.8 sq. ft. 

EXISTING: Unknown EXISTING: Unknown 

PROPOSED: No change PROPOSED: No change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL/HISTORICAL DESCIPTION OF PROPERTY: 

 

Main building: Green, of local architectural and/or historic significance. 

 

A late Victorian (c. 1885) Italianate design masonry commercial building, which may be a remodeling of 

two, c. 1840 buildings. (Note: the earlier buildings had four floors; this building has only three floors.) 

[429-431 Decatur (Lot 11063) and 433-435 Decatur (Lot 11064) make up this building.] 

 

Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of      05/19/2021 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     05/19/2021 

Permit #21-05094-VCSGN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Commission review of application for Classic Sign designation, per application & materials received 

02/23/2021. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   05/19/2021    

 

Tujague’s recently moved to 429 Decatur and has not been given permission by the previous building’s 

owner to relocate their historic neon blade sign. Although staff recommended that the existing Tujague’s 

sign at 823 Decatur be designated a Classic Sign in 2016, this process was never completed as the final 

designation would need to come from the City Planning Commission, with amendment of the CZO to be 

completed by City Council. The applicant is proposing to install an exact replica of the existing Tujague’s 

sign in a similar location at 429 Decatur under Section 24.15.A(2)(a). of the CZO. The article states that:  

Any person or the City may apply for designation of an existing sign, as of the date of 
adoption of this Ordinance, as a classic sign. Classic signs are exempt from area, setback, 

height, lighting, movement, flashing, placement, type, content, placement, and construction 

materials requirements of this Ordinance. 

To qualify for designation as a classic sign, the sign shall: 

a. Be at least twenty-five (25) years old or an exact replica of an original sign where the 

combined age of the duplicate and original sign is at least twenty-five (25) years. 

b. Possess unique physical design characteristics, such as configuration, message, color, 

texture, etc. 

c. Be of significance to the city, regardless of the use identified by the sign. 

A sign designated a classic sign may remain on the premises even if the original use to which 

the sign relates is no longer located on the premises. 

Classic Sign designations within the Vieux Carré must be approved by the Vieux Carré 

Commission, per the CZO. 

 

Originally established in 1856, Tujague’s was located at 823 Decatur from at least 1929. A VCC 

photograph from c. 1950 shows the existing sign, placing it well over the minimum twenty-five years old 

required for Classic Sign designation. Staff finds that the sign also meets Criteria B and C as noted in 

Section 24.15.A(2)(a). of the CZO. 

 

The existing historic Tujague’s sign at 823 Decatur must be thoroughly documented and exactly copied in 

size, approximate location in relation to the building, material, illumination, color, attachment, and other 

discernable features in order to be installed at 429 Decatur. The method of attachment and all structural 

information must also be shown on the drawings, so the impact to the existing building may be evaluated 

by the Committee. Staff notes that the current drawings include some discrepancies that will be revised 

and resubmitted to the Committee, which will ensure that the sign is an exact match. The Committee 

moved to conceptually approve the proposed sign and forward a recommendation for approval of the 

application to designate the Tujague’s sign as a Classic Sign, per Section 24.15.A(2)(a). of the CZO. 

Revised drawings, supporting documentation, and other materials must be submitted to staff for analysis 

prior to returning to Committee.  

 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION:    05/19/2021 
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Architecture Committee Meeting of      05/11/2021 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     05/11/2021 

Permit #21-05094-VCSGN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Proposal to install second floor blade sign, per application & materials received 02/23/2021. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   05/11/2021  

 

Tujague’s recently moved to 429 Decatur and has not been given permission by the previous building’s 

owner to relocate their historic neon blade sign. Although staff recommended that the existing Tujague’s 

sign at 823 Decatur be designated a Classic Sign in 2016 this process was never completed as the final 

designation would need to come from the City Planning Commission, with amendment of the CZO to be 

completed by City Council. The applicant is proposing to install an exact replica of the existing Tujague’s 

sign in a similar location at 429 Decatur under Section 24.15.A(2)(a). of the CZO. The article states that:  

Any person or the City may apply for designation of an existing sign, as of the date of 

adoption of this Ordinance, as a classic sign. Classic signs are exempt from area, setback, 
height, lighting, movement, flashing, placement, type, content, placement, and construction 

materials requirements of this Ordinance. 

To qualify for designation as a classic sign, the sign shall: 

a. Be at least twenty-five (25) years old or an exact replica of an original sign where the 

combined age of the duplicate and original sign is at least twenty-five (25) years. 

b. Possess unique physical design characteristics, such as configuration, message, color, 

texture, etc. 

c. Be of significance to the city, regardless of the use identified by the sign. 

A sign designated a classic sign may remain on the premises even if the original use to which 

the sign relates is no longer located on the premises. 

Classic Sign designations within the Vieux Carré must be approved by the Vieux Carré 

Commission, per the CZO. 

Originally established in 1856, Tujague’s was located at 823 Decatur from at least 1929. A VCC 

photograph from c. 1950 shows the existing sign, placing it well over the minimum twenty-five years old 

required for Classic Sign designation. 

 

Staff notes that the proposed replica sign, as submitted, is not an exact match for the existing historic sign. 

The submittal notes the sign as a “painted aluminum sign cabinet with illuminated push through acrylic 

letters,” which is not allowed by the Design Guidelines and would not meet the CZO’s requirement that 

the sign be an exact match. If the sign is to be reproduced exactly, the signage must be neon, which the 

Design Guidelines prohibit outside of the VCE overlay district but the Committee and Commission have 

the ability to override. 

 

The existing historic Tujague’s sign at 823 Decatur must be thoroughly documented and exactly copied in 

size, approximate location in relation to the building, material, illumination, color, attachment, and other 

discernable features in order to be installed at 429 Decatur. The method of attachment and all structural 

information must also be shown on the drawings, so the impact to the existing building may be evaluated 

by the Committee. Staff recommends that the Committee move to conceptually approve the application 

to designate the Tujague’s sign as a Classic Sign, per Section 24.15.A(2)(a). of the CZO. Revised 

drawings, supporting documentation, and other materials must be submitted to staff for analysis prior to 

returning to Committee. If the sign is found to be an approvable exact match for the sign at 823 Decatur, 

the Committee may then forward the application to the Commission for Designation as a Classic Sign. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   05/11/2021 

 

Ms. Vogt read the staff report with Mr. Latter, Ms. Foret and Mr. Barr present on behalf of the 

application. Mr. Fifield asked for clarification as to how both signs could be considered “classic” and as 

such both receive the designation. Mr. Block stated that it was his understanding that the other property 

owner was not seeking classic designation and that it could remain as non-conforming but cannot be 

modified in any way. He went on to say that unfortunately the restaurant did not own the sign. Ms. Foret 

stated that that the application was to make an exact replica, and that the original sign would be coming 

down. Ms. DiMaggio expressed how unfortunate it was that the restaurant was not given permission to 

use the original sign. Mr. Latter stated that legally the name had to be removed from the old sign within a 

month (May 2021). Mr. Fifield asked if Mr. Latter was prepared to redesign the proposed sign to meet all 

qualification for a classic sign; Mr. Latter responded that he was. Mr. Fifield asked if this would include 

the neon; Mr. Latter stated that it would, if found approvable by the Committee.   
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Mr. Fifield asked the Committee if these answers addressed their concerns; Ms. DiMaggio responded yes.  

Mr. Bergeron expressed his concern that the historic sign would be “mutilated,” asking the applicant 

again if there was any chance the old sign could be reused. Mr. Latter responded that they had tried, 

unsuccessfully.  Mr. Fifield asked if there were any other questions from the Committee.  Ms. DiMaggio 

stated that the cultural connection between the sign and the restaurant was important, so being able to 

retain that beacon for the new location would be ideal. Mr. Fifield agreed. Mr. Latter stated that he too 

agreed, and he thanked the Committee for their time and attention.  Ms. Vogt stated for clarification that 

the application would next go to the full Commission and then back to the Committee for final review on 

details, particularly the attachment.  The Committee and Mr. Block agreed.  With nothing left to discuss, 

the Committee moved on to the next agenda item.   

 

Public Comment: 

Erin Holmes 

VCPORA  

VCPORA supports this application to recreate an exact replica, or the closest approximation pending 

Commission approval, of the historic Tujague's sign for the longtime owner's use in their new location. 

We find it incredibly unfortunate that the landlords of 823 Decatur will not consider its relocation along 

with it's namesake, as both the sign and the restaurant are an important part of the French Quarter's 

cultural and culinary legacy. Further, if no future agreement can be reached for the transfer of this historic 

element, can the existing sign also be designated a Classic Design to prevent the possibility of 

modification or reconfiguration by the current owners? 

 

Discussion and Motion: 

Ms. DiMaggio moved to conceptually approve the sign and forward a positive recommendation for 

classic sign designation to the full Commission, with the application to return to the Committee for 

additional review of details, materials and attachment.  Mr. Bergeron seconded the motion, which passed 

unanimously. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appeals & Violations



727 St Ann
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ADDRESS: 727 St. Ann   

OWNER: St. Ann Management LLC APPLICANT: Ses Enterprises Shawn 

ZONING: VCR-2 SQUARE: 58 

USE: Residential LOT SIZE: 2,816 sq. ft. 

DENSITY-  OPEN SPACE-  

    ALLOWED: 4 Units     REQUIRED: 845 sq. ft. 

    EXISTING: Unknown     EXISTING: Unknown 

    PROPOSED: No Change     PROPOSED: No Change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL / HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION:   

 

C. 1830 brick 2-story Creole townhouse and detached 2-story kitchen, each divided into two units. The 

building has such typical detailing as arched openings on the ground level and French doors on the second 

level. The original balcony at some point after construction was extended into a gallery. 

 

Main and detached kitchen buildings – Green 

 

Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of     05/19/2021    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     05/19/2021 

Permit # 19-30945-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Appeal to retain five (5) new sets of French doors installed without benefit of VCC review or approval, 

per application & materials received 10/14/2020 & 04/29/2021, respectively. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   05/19/2021 

 

In October 2019 the Architecture Committee reviewed a proposal to install French doors on the ground 

floor of the St. Ann elevation. At that time there was no millwork in these openings behind the shutters 

and old real estate listing photos show walls or book cases on the interiors of these openings. There were, 

however, existing French doors on the rear elevation of this building and the proposed new doors were 

similar to these doors. At the October 2019 Architecture Committee meeting staff requested that more 

detailed drawings be submitted prior to permit issuance but noted that these details could be modeled off 

the existing details found at the rear openings. The Committee voted to defer the application at that 

meeting to allow the applicant to submit revised drawings. 

 

The applicant returned to the Committee at the December 10th, 2019 meeting and the proposal was 

conceptually approved at that meeting. Unfortunately, as a result of the cyber-attack which occurred a few 

days after the meeting, the records and discussion from that meeting have been lost. Regardless, staff 

notes that no final drawings were approved, and no permits were issued for the door installation. The 

applicant has indicated that following the Committee approval they proceeded with door manufacturing 

and installation. 

 

The applicant applied to retain the doors as installed without a permit and this application was reviewed at 

the June 10th, 2020 Architecture Committee meeting. The Committee noted issues with several of the 

door details including the head, jamb, and muntins, and voted to deny the retention of the doors as 

installed. 

 

Following the denial of the retention at the June 10th, 2020 meeting, staff worked with the applicant on 

revising the design. A permit was issued for new French doors on October 14th, 2020. Notable 

differences between the existing doors and the approved design are: 

 

• The lock rail on the approved drawings is significantly lower than existing, allowing for taller 

lites and overall better proportions 

• The top rail and stiles on the approved drawings have been narrowed to better correspond to the 

existing transom window above 

• The muntins on the approved drawings have been matched in size and design to the existing 

transom muntins above 

• The details at the bottom of the doors have been simplified on the approved drawing compared to 

the as-built condition. 

 

At the end of April 2021, the applicant reached out to staff noting that rebuilding the doors would create a 

hardship for the owners and again asked about seeking retention of the as-built conditions. The applicant 

notes that the owners live out of town and that the shutters are seldom opened.  

 

Staff has concerns regarding the appearance and design of the as-built doors, noting that they seem 

disjointed from the atypical fanlight windows above. Staff believes the stamped approved designs would 
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be a significant improvement. Still, having any millwork in these openings is an improvement over the 

previous condition of not having any millwork behind the shutters and the openings closed on the interior. 

 

Staff suggests that the Commission could grant temporary approval of the retention for any timeframe 

they saw fit or until the property was sold. Staff requests commentary from the Commission regarding the 

proposed retention on account of hardship. 

 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION:    05/19/2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     06/10/20    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     06/10/20 

Permit # 19-30945-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Review of total of five (5) sets of French doors installed in existing openings without VCC permit, per 

application & materials received 09/30/2019 & 06/01/2020.    

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   06/10/2020 

 

Staff’s permitting software indicates that the application for the installation of new French doors at this 

property was conceptually approved at the 12/10/19 meeting. Unfortunately, as a result of the cyber-

attack which occurred a few days after the meeting, the records and discussion from that meeting have 

been lost. Regardless, staff notes that no final drawings were approved, and no permits were issued for the 

door installation.  

 

The applicant has indicated that following the Committee approval they proceeded with door 

manufacturing and installation and are now seeking to retain the doors as installed. Staff is concerned 

regarding the finish appearance and design of the doors, noting that they seem disjointed from the atypical 

fanlight windows above.   

 

Staff requests commentary from the Architecture Committee regarding the proposed retention of the 

French doors as installed. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   06/10/2020 

 

Mr. Albrecht read the staff report with Mr. Jenkins present on behalf of the application.  Mr. Jenkins 

stated that when conceptual approval was initially given by the Committee, he proceeded with having the 

doors milled and installed and that they followed the drawings that were approved. He went on to say that 

they could not line up the muntins in the transom with the windows per staff suggestion.  Mr. Jenkins 

added that he hoped the prior approval would bear some weight on the current situation.  Mr. Fifield 

addressed the applicant and stated that there was a process to be followed and that he did not comply. He 

then asked staff if they had the previously conceptually approved drawing and if what was milled and 

installed matched.  Mr. Albrecht stated that the current doors matched the drawing.  Mr. Fifield addressed 

staff and asked if this was in fact a process question.  Mr. Albrecht stated that at the end of the last 

meeting the Committee wanted more details.  Mr. Bergeron stated that the jamb, head and muntins were 

not appropriate.  Mr. Fifield asked the staff for guidance.  Mr. Block stated that conceptual approval is 

simply for the “concept” of the French doors, not for the final design as explicitly stated during the 

original review.  He went on to say that conceptual approval included the directive that the applicant 

should work with the staff to help finesse the proposal so that it would fit appropriately with the existing 

architecture.  Mr. Fifield addressed the applicant and stated that the Committee had expressed concern in 

the last meeting therefore there should have been no confusion.  Mr. Jenkins stated again that he thought 

conceptual approval was final approval.  Mr. Fifield expressed concern stating that the issue was clear, 

the Committee stated that there were problems with the proposal and instead of working with staff you 

went ahead with the design.  Mr. Fifield stated that the end result was not ok or approvable. The 

Committee moved on to the next agenda item. 

 

Public Comment: 

Nikki Szalwinski 

FQC asks that the VCC do more to inform applicants as to process. While the staff may well understand 

how things work many property owners do not. This leads to unintended violations such as this one. 

While we agree with most of the committee comments regarding the doors this seems to be the 

unfortunate result of simply not understanding how to navigate the VCC. 
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Motion and discussion: 

Mr. Fifield rebutted this accusation by stating that a clear directive, in bold print, is posted at the top of 

the very agenda of this, and every, AC meeting clearly specifying that AC approval is not final approval 

(“Additionally, please note that Architectural Committee approval does not constitute a permit; 

work may not begin until the applicant is in possession of all necessary permits from the VCC and 

Safety & Permits.”). No proposal should proceed to construction without the benefit of a signed permit, 

something this applicant clearly did not have. 

 

Mr. Block reiterated that he did not know how the VCC could be any clearer with this information. 

 

Mr. Bergeron made the motion to deny the retention of the new French doors installed without benefit of 

VCC approval.  Ms. DiMaggio seconded the motion and the motion passed unanimously.   

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     10/22/19    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     10/22/19 

Permit # 19-30945-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to install a total of five (5) sets of French doors in existing openings currently without doors, per 

application & materials received 09/30/19. 
 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   10/22/19 

 

The applicant stated that currently there is no millwork in these arched openings on the ground floor of 

the St. Ann elevation and one side opening besides the shutters and the existing arched transom windows. 

Unfortunately, all photographs located by staff of this building have the shutters closed, concealing any 

clues of the previously existing millwork in these openings. Staff notes that there are similar arched 

openings in the rear arched openings of this building. The rear openings have more typical arched 

transoms while the St. Ann elevation transoms are atypically dropped. Given the atypical nature of these 

transoms, staff suspects it was a later modification but notes that they have been in their current 

arrangement since at least 1962. 

 

The applicant confirmed that the existing doors are still in place at the rear of the building and that the 

proposed new doors are very similar to these, except shorter to accommodate the transoms. Staff requests 

more detailed drawings be submitted prior to permit issuance but feels that these details can be modeled 

off of the existing details found at the rear openings. 

 

Staff recommends conceptual approval of the proposal with final details to be worked out at the staff 

level. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   10/22/19 

 

Mr. Albrecht read the staff report. There was no one present on behalf of the application.  Mr. Fifield 

noted that there should be more of a relationship between the transom windows and the doors. Ms. 

DiMaggio moved for a deferral in order for the applicant to submit revised drawings.  Mr. Fifield 

seconded the motion and the motion passed unanimously.  

 


